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Summary. This paper explores the role and utility of variable compliance in running behaviors. While it is well understood in the literature that leg compliance
plays an important role in running locomotion, our conjecture is that mechanically
adjustable leg compliance improves the efficiency and robustness of a running system. We claim that variable compliance can serve as an effective means for gait
regulation, and can enable energy efficient locomotion over a wide range of terrains
and speeds. We draw inspiration from a number of observations in biomechanics,
and use qualitative arguments and a simulation of our variable compliance actuator
to support the underlying ideas.

1 Introduction
Our long-term goal is to develop mechanisms and controllers that allow legged robots
to run in a robust and efficient manner, over terrain that varies in geometry and
dynamic properties. In this paper, we use a combination of literature review and
qualitative and quantitative arguments to describe important aspects for implementing a successful running robot. We begin with a literature review showing that
the Spring Loaded Inverted Pendulum (SLIP) model is a good representation of animal running as well as a useful framework for analysis and control. We then go on
to assert, through literature and qualitative argument, that leg stiffness is a useful
control parameter. Finally, we use quantitative arguments to show that a SLIP is
most accurately and efficiently implemented using a mechanical spring, where the
stiffness is tuned to a specific gait and terrain.
Our prototype Actuator with Mechanically Adjustable Series Compliance (AMASC) is an implementation of the ideas presented in this paper[1, 2]. A simulation
of the AMASC, used as the knee actuation for a simulated running robot, is able
to vary leg stiffness to influence its running gait. In addition, when the mechanical
spring is tuned to match the desired leg stiffness, the simulation expends the lowest
motor shaft power and is most energetically efficient.
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Fig. 1. The Spring Loaded Inverted Pendulum, with rotor inertia

2 Background
The SLIP model accurately describes the center of mass (CoM) motion of an animal
in a running gait, regardless of the number of legs, the size of the animal, or the
running gait employed[3, 4, 5]. Successful running robots also exhibit SLIP model
behavior, such as the Planar Hopper, ARL Monopod II and CMU Bowleg Hopper,
and most likely were designed specifically to do so[6, 7, 8].

2.1 Tuned Leg Stiffness
In general, carefully choosing leg stiffness is important, for a variety of reasons. Leg
stiffness that is too high causes energetically wasteful ground deformations, high
stresses in the body, and high acceleration of sensors or other sensitive components.
Leg stiffness that is too low results in a long stance time and larger deflection of the
leg, possibly reaching compression limitations of the leg. A long stance time is more
expensive energetically, because the animal or robot must hold its weight against
gravity for a longer period of time.
Tuned leg stiffness is also important for passive stability properties of legged
locomotion. According to mathematical analysis of the SLIP model, for certain angles of attack, the spring-mass system becomes self-stabilized if the leg stiffness is
properly adjusted and a minimum running speed is exceeded[9]. Similar results were
observed in computer simulation of a running cockroach, showing passive stability in its running gait, and an optimal leg spring stiffness for maximum passive
stability[10].

2.2 Using Leg Stiffness for Gait Control
Varying the leg stiffness is one good method for controlling a running gait. Only
three terms are required to describe a cyclic running gait based on the SLIP model,
and leg stiffness affects one or more of the three terms[11]. Control of a running
gait using the three different terms (hopping height, leg stiffness, and leg angle at
touchdown) has been demonstrated experimentally[12].
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Animals vary leg stiffness to control their running gait and alter their center of
mass motion, within the constraints of the SLIP model. Researchers seek to better
understand the role of compliance control in animal running through experiments
limiting one parameter of the SLIP model. By restricting obvious control methods
(such as hip angle), more obscure methods (such as leg stiffness) can be observed.
Ferris and Farley restricted humans to hopping in place, removing hip angle as a control variable. When subjects were tested at constant ground stiffness but instructed
to alter hopping frequency, subjects adjusted leg spring stiffness[3]. Another experiment forced runners to run at stride frequencies higher and lower than normal for
a given running speed, thus artificially restricting hip angle, again observing that
runners adjust leg stiffness[13].
Most biomechanists claim that animals prefer to change speed by changing stride
length (perhaps by controlling hip angle at touchdown), while leg stiffness remains
constant[3, 14, 15]. Others claim that step length changes little with speed for normal
running on a hard surface, implying stiffness control of the leg[16]. The discrepancy
may arise from testing at different running speeds; most experiments involve running at low to moderate speeds, where runners seem to prefer a stride length change
over a leg stiffness change. Only in experiments with high-speed running do subjects maintain a relatively consistent stride length over a range of speeds. Common
wisdom in the athletic running community is that faster running is achieved by increasing stride length, increasing stride frequency (likely achieved by increasing leg
stiffness), or both[17].

2.3 Using Leg Stiffness for Disturbance Rejection
Discussion has thus far focused on control of a running gait on flat, hard floors, but
leg stiffness control is also useful when running over terrain with varying stiffness.
Without leg stiffness control, the center of mass displacement and ground contact
time will change, affecting the gait significantly. When hopping in place, humans
adjust leg stiffness to maintain constant global stiffness in response to changes in
surface stiffness at a given hopping frequency[3, 18]. During unrestricted running
over varying terrain, human runners compensate for ground surface changes by
varying leg stiffness, and maintain a relatively consistent center of mass motion[19,
20, 21].
Maintaining a constant center of mass motion is beneficial, despite the fact that
changing leg stiffness costs energy. Hopping higher than necessary requires more
energy storage in the leg, leading to higher spring restitution losses. Hopping high
also increases flight time, allowing trajectory errors to build. Alternatively, hopping
too low increases the risk of hitting obstacles and requires faster leg swing recoveries, which may require high power at the hip. Although these reasons are largely
speculative, animals do control leg stiffness to maintain a consistent center of mass
motion, indicating some benefits. Most current running robots have manually tuned
leg stiffness, and are not capable of varying leg stiffness on the fly. However, these
robots are not subject to disturbances in ground stiffness; therefore, the reduced
efficiency caused by center of mass motion changes is not important. Many values of
leg stiffness will result in successful (though not optimal) running, so a robot with
no leg stiffness adjustment can still control its forward speed, hopping height, or
stride length[6].
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3 Implementation on a Robot
In this section, we discuss implementation strategies for robots. Discussion of the
merits of specific robot behaviors, such as spring-like stiffness, does not explicity
address the implementation of the behavior. An independent argument must be
made for design choices which can affect the performance, efficiency, and ultimately
the ability of a machine to exhibit the desired behavior. The implementation of
variable stiffness in animals is still debated; co-contraction of antagonistic muscles
results in a stiffness change, but neural control of muscles can also result in behavior
similar to a spring stiffness.
While the analysis in this paper is generalized and applies to a range of actuation
technologies, it presumes the use of electric motors and springs. We also assume that
energy efficiency is an important goal.

3.1 Electric Gearmotors and Inelastic Collisions
A simple design for a legged robot would utilize an electric gearmotor at each joint.
Several groups have built bipedal robots using this design, and some intended to
make the robots run as well as walk. The problem with this approach to running
is that most of the kinetic and potential gait energy is lost with each hop to an
inelastic collision with the ground.
A gearmotor-actuated running robot is represented in Figure 2(a) as a springfree, vertically-hopping representation of the SLIP model. The absence of a spring
is an important distinction from a spring of infinite stiffness, because it represents
the difference between an elastic collision and an inelastic collision. For the model
to portray realistic SLIP model behavior, the foot should stick to the ground on
impact without chattering, implying an inelastic collision. Spring behavior should
be implemented behind the foot, either by the gearmotor or by a physical spring, so
there is some stance time during which the robot can apply control forces. Another
important distinction is that the reflected rotor inertia, represented by rI2 , does not
add to the overall mass of the system. The entire mass is represented by M , while
I
may be any arbitary quantity, perhaps larger than M .
r2
Because the rotor inertia and the robot mass are unrelated, the pin joint of the
reflected rotor inertia may be moved to the ground without affecting the model,
as shown in Figure 2(b). The rotor begins at rest, and after collision, has some
speed that matches that of the mass. If the kinetic energy just prior to impact is
represented as T0 , the rotor inertia is represented as I, the effective gear ratio is r,
and M is the robot’s total mass (including motor mass), then the energy lost to an
impact is:

Tloss =

I
T0
M r2 + I

and the remaining energy, stored in the downward motion of the robot and the
rotation of the motor, is:

Tfinal =

M r2
T0 .
M r2 + I
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Fig. 2. Figures representing the Spring Loaded Inverted Pendulum model, with the
physical spring removed. The inertia of the motor is represented by I, the mass of
the robot by M, the gear ratio on the motor by r, the velocity of the robot just
before collision by V1 , and the position of the motor by X, or Θr.
If the effective inertia of the motor rotor ( rI2 ) is the same as the robot’s mass,
then half the kinetic energy from flight will be lost to an inelastic collision with the
ground. Even after the collision, any remaining energy must be converted through
the motor and transmission inefficiencies, which are compounded when energy must
pass into the system and then out. In effect, very little energy can be recovered.
Most will be lost instantly during collision, much of the rest to motor inefficiencies.

3.2 Improving on the Basic Gearmotor
Minimizing rotor inertia or adding a spring in series between the motor and the
leg will reduce the energy lost to inelastic collisions. Both methods are used in
force-control applications[22, 23, 24, 25], which are similar in many ways to implementation of a spring rate. A series spring system such as that depicted in Figure
3 has the added benefit of disconnecting the rotor inertia from the leg inertia, such
that energy is lost to inelastic collision with only the mass of the leg. Our analysis
shows that for a series spring system being used to implement a SLIP, performance
and efficiency are maximized when the physical spring stiffness matches the desired
spring stiffness.
For a series-elastic actuator with a physical spring rate that does not match the
desired total spring rate, the motor must apply torques so the overall system exhibits
the desired total spring rate. Given a zero-inertia rotor (the best-case scenario), a
proportional controller will behave like a spring, creating two springs in series - a
software spring and a physical spring, as shown in Figure 4(a). This is relatively
simple to analyze, and provides a conservative estimate of energy use and power
output due to the assumption of no inertia. Therefore, further analysis will assume
perfect force control of a massless rotor, providing an ideal software spring in series
with a physical spring.
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Fig. 3. A SLIP, identical to that shown in Figure 1, but hopping vertically
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(b) Energy flow diagram; Kp represents the
energy path of stiffness behavior implemented through software control, K represents the mechanical spring stiffness.

Fig. 4.
In a cyclical system such as a hopping SLIP, energy is transferred from external
sources (kinetic energy of motion, potential energy of height) to internal sources
(physical spring energy or chemical battery energy) and vise-versa, repeatedly. This
transfer of energy is represented in Figure 4(b), where the energy may go into and
out of the physical spring as an energy storage element (compression and extension), or through the physical spring as merely a power-transmission element (the
spring translating, with no deflection). The power output will be divided between
the software spring and the physical spring, depending on their stiffnesses.
If the series spring system is deflecting at some rate, the power output attributed
to the software spring, PKp , is
P Kp =

K
P (t),
Kp + K
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where P (t) is the total power output of both springs in series, Kp is the software
proportional gain, and K is the physical spring constant. If the physical spring is
perfectly tuned to match the desired stiffness, P becomes infinite, and it can be seen
from the equation that the motor (exhibiting the software spring) exerts zero shaft
power.
Because springs have higher power density than electric motors, it makes sense
to design a system such that the physical spring transfers as high a proportion of the
power as possible. A physical spring can have nearly infinite power density, depending on its stiffness; therefore, a comparison between the power density of a spring
and that of a motor must be made in the context of an application. Choosing reasonable values for a hopping robot of leg stiffness K = 5000 N/m, hopping height of
h = 0.25 m, and robot mass of m = 30 kg, the highest power output during stance
is approximately 1 kW (RMS power is 680 W) and the maximum work stored is
about 75 J. With an efficient fiberglass spring, such as those used on archery bows
which have energy capacity around 1000 J/kg, a 75 g spring can store the required
energy and output the desired power. In contrast, a brushless, frameless motor that
can output 600 W of continuous power (found through internet search) weighs approxmately 2.2 kg, almost 30 times the mass of the spring. Adding the necessary
electronics, batteries, and motor housing would add to the mass considerably. It
may be that current electric motor technology cannot supply sufficient power density for a running robot. One study on the gearmotor-driven Honda humanoid robot
found that the motors would have to be 27-54 times as powerful, without increasing
weight, to make the robot run[26].

Energy Efficiency of a Series Spring System
Although the power requirements are the most compelling reasons to use physical springs, energetic efficiency is also improved through the use of tuned physical
springs. Given previous assumptions of a perfect software spring and an inertia-free
rotor, spring efficiency ek and motor efficiency ep , the equation for energy returned
is
Eret =

K
P
Kx2 ek +
P x 2 em .
2(K + P )
2(K + P )

If spring efficiency is higher than motor efficiency, it makes sense for the physical
spring stiffness to be as close to the desired spring stiffness as possible. If our assumption of zero rotor inertia is false (and for any real system, it is), then the motor
must transmit power to change the momentum of the rotor, and it will expend (and
lose) more energy than in this idealized example.
This effect of energy efficiency on a mis-tuned system has been demonstrated
on humans in “Groucho Running.” Human subjects were instructed to run with
knees bent more than normal, thus consciously decreasing their leg stiffness. Oxygen
consumption increased by as much as 50%, indicating a significant increase in energy
use[27].

4 Simulation
Based on these ideas of maintaining a tuned physical spring, we designed and built an
Actuator with Mechanically Adjustable Series Compliance (AMASC)[1, 2]. We also
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created a dynamic simulation of the AMASC, and verified the simulation through
comparisons with benchtop tests of the prototype. We then used the simulated AMASC to actuate a simulated bipedal running robot, using Raibert-style controllers.
Through testing of the simulation, we show that variable compliance can be used
as a method of gait control, and also that a mis-tuned spring requires more shaft
power than a properly tuned physical spring.
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Fig. 5.
The first test involves a variable ground stiffness, and a controllable leg stiffness.
After the robot has reached a steady-state running gait, the ground stiffness is
changed. In Figure 5(a), it can be seen that the stride length is affected. After several
hops with the altered gait, the leg stiffness is changed, bringing the robot closer to
its original stride length. This test is not optimized, and the leg stiffness adjustment
is only approximate; but it does show that in this simulated system, which is based
on the SLIP model and simulates a physical prototype, the leg stiffness can be used
as a method of gait control.
The second test of the simulation involves standard running, with a constant leg
stiffness K ∗ , but a changing mechanical spring stiffness K. While running with a
mis-matched mechanical spring, the motor must exert additional power to create the
desired knee behavior. When the mechanical spring matches the desired stiffness,
power output by the motor is minimized. Assuming some motor inefficiencies, a
graph of energy expenditure would follow the graph of the power output.

5 Conclusion
Observations of animal behavior provide insights to possible control for robotic
legged locomotion. One observation is that animals vary leg stiffness to control their
running gait within the constraints of the SLIP model. Based on arguments put forth
in this paper, we believe that robots would also benefit from this strategy. Control
of leg stiffness can be used to vary the gait and influence the forward speed, hopping
height, or stride length; it can also be used to maintain a consistent CoM motion in
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the presence of outside disturbances, such as a ground stiffness change. A properly
tuned leg stiffness produces passive stability properties, and likely minimizes energy
use. Most importantly, the leg stiffness behavior should be implemented primarily
through mechanical springs, rather than through software control of the motors. It
is far more energetically efficient, requires significantly lower power from the motors,
and will result in lower shock loads to the entire robot.
The final goal is to be able to design and build robots capable of efficient and
disturbance-tolerant running on variable terrain, mimicking much of the efficiency,
agility, and robustness of animals. To achieve these goals, leg actuators of running
robots should have mechanically adjustable series compliance, and the software control algorithms should be designed to appropriately tune the leg compliance in the
full variety of running situations.
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